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tooth brushing in rancid water and a cup of the mess hall's finest 
acid coffee, I was wide awake and on my way to see what the 
boss wanted. 

As I walked the dusty mile to the flight line I couldn't help 
staring at the old F -80 parking area. The birds looked proud, but 
they sure looked strange just sitting there as the troops prepared 
them for a flight out to who knows where. I knew that they were 
going to somebody's boneyard or melting pot. So be it, I thought. 
I wondered if the Old Man was sending me to the repl depl and I 
sweated it out a little bit more with each step. 

The boss was ready to see me and after gritting my teeth and 
saluting I sat down and waited for I don't know what. We shot 
the breeze about what each of us had done on yesterday's 
missions, and he made some nice remarks about my flight doing 
good work. He knew what he was talking about since our leaders 
flew with us during that war and took the tough ones right along 
with the rest of us. Then he leaned forward and told me that he 
had a project that needed some attention. I figured here comes 
the replacement depot. 

He said we had four brand-new 84s coming in here in a few 
days to be used on a combat test of a new rocket the Swiss were 
making. Now I was leaning forward with escalating interest. 
Washington wanted us to provide the combat test guys for this 
thing. He said he knew I had finished my regular tour, but he 
wondered if I would like to sign up for an extension and be the 
flight leader for that job. 

My enthusiastic acceptance drew a knowing smile from the 
boss. He had a hot thing called Project Swatrock and he had 
picked me to run it for him and he knew I was happier than I had 
been in a while. He said that the job was mine and that he would 
cancel my orders to the repl depl and give me the details in a 
couple of days. This time my salute had a lot of pep in it and the 
air almost felt fresh and clean on the walk back. As I walked past 
the 80s my only thought was that I needed to get my crew moved 
so they could work on my new 84 for me; I was looking toward 
the other end of the ramp where the new aircraft would park. 
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This was a chance to get back on _the mission list and bust 
some of those targets that were still up there taunting us. 
It was a chance to put a brand-new weapon and a brand-new 
aircraft to work. 

A few days later the details began to trickle down through Far 
East Air Force Headquarters, then Fifth Air Force, and finally to 
us. All we had at the moment were pictures and pounds of 
operating instructions, technical orders, and previous test re-
sults, but you can learn a lot from that stuff before you ever put 
your hands on the hardware. The new rocket was made by a 
Swiss company called Oerlicon and it was designed as a high-
velocity air-to-ground weapon. It was only a little over three 
inches in diameter and thirty inches long, with a weight of 
twenty-two pounds. Quite a change from the cumbersome, inef-
fective five-inch rockets we had dragged around in the past. It 
was next to impossible to hit anything with a five incher, and if 
you did, most times the explosive warhead never detonated. You 
never knew where they were going. I had a wingman who fired 
one that went straight up, completed a loop behind him, almost 
went up his tailpipe, then veered hard left and barely missed 
taking my nose off. 

The new rocket came with a choice of detachable warheads, 
allowing you to preselect the one best suited for the planned 
mission. One head had a shaped charge that was optimized for 
attacking and penetrating heavy armor such as a tank. The 
high-explosive head was intended for larger and softer targets, 
where the force of the blast was the key to success. The entire 
operation reeked of class. 

Preliminary testing had been done by the weapons center at 
Eglin Air Force Base in Florida and the results were outstanding. 
Washington was interested to the extent that they wanted to see 
them work for real in combat. The rest was up to us. 

Our four F-84s had made the trip from the States to Japan by 
ship and were being unloaded and prepared for us to fly. They 
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were brand-new and had been instrumented to record all the 
details of flight and weapons delivery that we would encounter. 
We were to carry twelve rockets under each wing and each 
,aircraft had been equipped with twenty-four sets of stubby little 
posts in tandem, called zero-length launchers. They offered little 
drag in flight and the rockets snapped into position on the la~ch-
ers with minimum effort from the armament crews. 

The cockpit in the pictures did look a bit different from that of 
the 84s I had flown in the States. The cockpit was dominated by a 
sophisticated-looking pinball machine, called an intervalometer, 
that was mounted in front of the stick and below the instrument 
panel. The intervalometer allowed us to select ripples of one to 
twenty-four rockets to be fired when we planted our thumb on 
the bomb release button on the control stick. It would also 
monitor the circuits we selected, and providing we had set the 
switches up properly and the electrical circuits and the rockets 
were ready, it would wink back at us with a little white light 
that meant aim and fire. The operating instructions were compli-
cated, as they usually are, and the fire control system schematic 
drawings looked complex, but we were sure that after a few 
hours working with the equipment we would feel completely at 
home with it. 

Our outside assistance consisted of a project officer from Eglin 
and one from Washington, plus a gunsight technician and a gun 
camera technician. My first job was to pick the pilots and crewchiefs 
who would put Swatrock into action. 

The boss wanted what he called a well-rounded flight, since a 
varied experience level within the flight would give us a more 
realistic evaluation of the new system. Most of the pilots in the 
group wanted to be in on the project and since we had a lot of 
talent, my problem became screening, evaluating, and picking a 
top-notch flight. 

• • • 
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The first requirement was for another pilot who had ab.out the 
alifi tions that I had. He and I could alternate fiYtng le d 

same qu ca . . W h uld ha a 
d I nt lead on our nuss1ons. e s o ve good depth . 

an e eme . uld 'd in 
flying and combat expe~e~ce and 1t wo provi e a good cl~ance 
, th two of us to rutp1ck each other. That should Illaxirniz 
ior e . . . th han f e 

d flight leadership and nururmze e c ce o overlooking 
!:ething or doing somethin.g dumb. . 

The natural choice for the Job was my fellow flight leader in the 
Eighth Fighter Squadron, Cap~ Lee Roy Stanl~y. Lee ~oy and 
I had been together for some time now. We enJoyed flymg with 
each other and we had a constant "anything you can do, I can do 
better" hassle going on. That type of competition between good 
friends in the fighter pilot ranks makes for better performance all 
the way around and also makes for excellent bar chatter. I had a 
few hours and a few missions on Stan but he had me one down 
for just plain stubbornness. He wanted the job and I wanted him 
in the flight. 

Next we needed a pilot who had a relatively broad experience 
background, who knew something about the 84, but who was not 
particularly familiar with our Korean operations. I picked Robert 
G. Loomis, a thirty-year-old captain who had 1,150 total flying 
hours and 300 fighter hours, all in the F-84. He had been a gunner 
and a bombardier, and prior to coming to Korea he had been an 
armament officer for three years. He did not have any fighter 
combat missions when he joined the flight. 

Our fourth man needed to be a new head. I wanted a pilot 
relatively fresh from flying school, but one who had shown out-
standing potential. That slot went to Second Lieutenant Ronald 
W. Reed. He was twenty-two years old and about half of his five 
hundred hours of total flying time was in the 84. He always 
reminded me of a character out of Terry and the Pirates with his 
clean-cut and oh-so-eager expression. He flew wing like he was 
glued there and you knew he had what it takes to be a good one. 

Reed and Loomis were to alternate on missions, while Stan 
and I were to go on all of them, alternating as leader. The fourth 
spot on each mission was to be filled by Major Thomas "Red" 
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Hergert, the Eglin project officer from the states. Red gave us 
the necessary indoctrination on the rockets and the fire control 
system and monitored the previous test results against our com-
bat results. 

It was a good flight and a happy flight as we set about prepar-
ing ourselves and our equipment for our trips up north. Stan and 
I caught a ride in a C-47 gooney bird heading for Tokyo and 
picked up our first two birds. They were beauties, clean and 
fresh with brilliant black and yellow slashes on the vertical fins, 
but they looked huge compared to our F-80s. We each jumped 
into a bird and raced each other to remember where the old 
switches were and what the new ones were for. As usual, it was 
just about a tie and after fifteen minutes we gave each other a 
mutual thumbs-up, fired up the engines, and blasted off for 
ltazuke. By the time we got there, with some acrobatics and max 
performance maneuvers en route, we both felt quite comfortable 
with our new machines. 

Within a few days we had all the birds at Itazuke and had 
checked everybody out in them. We had allowed time for a 
couple of training flights, so naturally Stan and I elected to meet 
for the acrobatic championship of the Swatrock flight. We scanned 
the map and picked out an abandoned airstrip south of Itazuke, 
then took off in formation and headed for the strip at 20, 000 feet. 
As we crossed the runway going east to west, I rolled into a 270 
degree turn to the left and Stan did the same to the right. 
Exactly ninety seconds later I was passing the center of the 
runway, full throttle, heading north, and Stan was in the same 
configuration heading south. We played a good game of head-on 
chicken and, as our wingtips passed, school was out. We used up 
all the airspace between 20,000 and the rice paddies several 
times over, but neither one of us could get on the other's tail 
and stick there. Both our arm muscles and fuel tanks gave 
out at about the same time, so we joined up and headed home. 
When we climbed out of the birds our beige flying suits were 
black with sweat but we were both smiling; we knew we were 
ready. As soon as we were satisfied that the others were 
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comfortable with their aircraft, we packed everything up and 
headed back for Korea. 

At Taegu we had our first face-to-face meeting with the Oerlicon 

k t and to say the least, we were amazed. They were sitting 
roe e s lik din 
in neat little boxes that looked e overgrown sar e cans. An 
ainnan pulled a wire around the top of one of the boxes and it 
fli d open like a pack of smokes. There they were, small and 
m~:-looking, polished like a new car. We got a demonstration of 
how twenty-four rockets could be mated to one of our aircraft 
and checked out in five minutes. We thought we were ready to go. 

It didn't move quite that fast, since Red Hergert insisted on a 
complete practice phase. He wanted camera missions first, where 
you go through all the motions but you fire gun camera film 
instead of rockets. The purpose is to evaluate the pilot's target 
tracking, range estimation for firing, and the probability of hits. I 
thought this was for the birds until I struggled with my interval-
ometer a couple of times in flight and then assessed my fihn to 
find that I probably would have done no more than waste rockets 
on my first few flights. Once we realized we had not yet mas-
tered all the techniques, we meekly spent several days making 
dry runs against some captured Russian T-34 tanks in the river-
bed right off the end of our runway at K-2. 

We couldn't have picked a tougher spot to practice. We didn't 
realize it then, but the workouts we got there made a lot of 
difference when we took the rockets into combat. Our practice 
range was described in the final report: "The combination of 
debris, turbulence from thermals and ground effect, a prevailing 
90 degree crosswind and the natural obstructions made air-to-
ground rocketry problems at this location extremely complex." 
That was an understatement, it was rough as hell. 

When all of us had managed to advance to the point where we 
could handle all the selectors and indicators in flight and when we 
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could keep the supersensitive gunsight pip on the target, we 
started firing the different types of warheads at the tanks. Red 
had done some firing on the early tests at Eglin and was most 
anxious to set up a pool on high number of hits. We were all for 
it. I think Stan would have run into those tanks rather than let 
Red beat him. I sneaked through and won the pot on the last day. 
Red had mentally pocketed that money when he suggested the 
pool, but he finished way out of the money and paid off with a few 
unintelligible sounds. 

During our practice sessions we had managed to chew up 
three Russian tanks with our shaped-charge heads and felt we 
could guarantee a tank kill with a ripple of four rockets and had a 
good chance of getting the kill with two rockets. We were 
confident because the intervalometer had become friendly, we 
were tracking smoothly, and our range estimation was consist-
ently on the money. Our hits on the T-34s averaged nine inches 
of penetration through armor and we had one super hit on a tank 
gun barrel that made eleven inches of armored steel disappear 
completely. When the rockets hit they would drill a neat round 
hole as their torch bored through the plate. When they emerged 
into the interior of the tank they were preceded by a nine-inch-
long slug of flame and molten metal that exploded into the tank's 
interior. Having had the opportunity to drive a tank for two 
weeks of maneuvers while I was a West Point Cadet, I under-
stood what that would do to the crew, ammunition, and fuel 
within a tank. 

Once all concerned were confident that the people and equip-
ment were ready, all we had to do was set up the ground rules. 
We came up with an ideal arrangement with Fifth Air Force on 
scheduling and control of our missions. The first step was a 
meeting at Fifth's advanced headquarters detachment in the city 
of Taegu. They were all okay folks, but they didn't look at war in 
the same manner that Stan and I did. Lee Roy thought they were 
stuffy and they thought Lee Roy was uncouth. Both assumptions 
were probably well grounded. Joint Operations Center, JOC to 
us, was made up of a bunch of senior officers wanting to be more 
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senior. Stan, Red, and I were able to dominate th~ meeting, and 
we wound up with a blank check to roam the perunsuta and hunt 
for targets. . . . . . 

They accepted the responsibility of planrung missions that 
could provide potentially good targets fo~ us and our rockets. 
More importantly, if they found something that looked like it 
could be a hot one, they would scramble us and let us d 
whatever we thought was best. If they had nothing special t~ 
offer, we could take off at our discretion and fly an armed 
reconnaisance, or recce, to an area of our choice. They set up 
some potential target folders and we used them for reference if 
we couldn't come up with something better from past missions or 
from real-time mission debriefings from other flights. 

We had finished our homework and were hot to trot. All we 
had to do was wait for the first scramble. We didn't have long to 
wait before Swatrock changed from a test program of a new 
weapon, with nobody shooting back, to a deadly serious battle for 
life and property in the desolate wastes of North Korea. 

Next morning JOC had nothing special for us, so Stan and I 
picked an area about fifty miles south of Wonsan where I had 
managed to get five live locomotives on a good mission a few 
months back. We hit the.deck about fifty miles north of the area 
and started searching for some action. When you recce on the 
deck you strain so hard that it feels like your eyeballs are about 
to pop out of your head. We did the bob and weave along the 
general course of the railroad tracks, in unison with two elements 
of two, but never with any two aircraft at the same altitude or on 
the same heading. We spotted several loaded railroad cars backed 
into a siding and were having at them with various combinations 
of our new rockets when Reed called out what we all saw at the 
same time, "Flak!" 

Unless you're on something really big or unless you lose your 
walking around sense, that call will make you change your plans 
right away. The cars were all burning merrily, we had seen our 
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rockets do the job, and the red tracers and white puffs from the 

ground guns were getting disturbingly close, so we broke hard to 

the left and swung north, still on the deck. The terrain was 

pretty open and flat under us and it was no trick to see just 

where those guns were located. We had burned enough fuel 

while we were down at low altitude so that it was not practical to 

do too much more hunting; we were all pumped up from the way 

our rockets had clobbered those cars, so why not? I decided that 

we would indulge in a bit of that not so smart pastime of dueling 

with the flak guns. 
Flushed with confidence about our new aircraft and new weap-

ons, I swung us around to the south, picked up the gun pits from 

way out, and lined us up for one high-speed pass. We were in an 

ideal position to hit them and they obviously didn't expect us 

back. We had a total of twenty-three Oerlicon rockets left be-

tween us and, all firing within seconds of each other, we intro-

duced the North Korean gunners to a new threat. Heading home 

we all agreed that the pass had looked good and our gun camera 

fihn backed us up. Each of our ripples had struck home within a 

few feet of dead center. Four direct hits on the guns for four 

attempts; we wiped those pits out. All we wanted to do was 

reload, refuel, and have at it again. 
Our shiny new aircraft got their baptism of fire on our second 

mission. The weather was turning sour and it was tough to 

find an area to work in. We poked and probed through the 

rainstorms until we got down to just about the altitude where 

the mountain tops were supposed to be, then when we hadn't 

broken out of the clouds we climbed a bit and tried it again 

on a different heading. We finally broke into a hole south of 

Wonsan. The best ceiling in the bowl we found ourselves in 
was 3, 000 feet and it dropped to 500 feet as the clouds met 

the hills. That's not comfortable working space since you don't 

have much freedom of maneuver and since the ground gunners 

know just how high the clouds are and have a much better 

chance of zapping you as you move about under the base of 

the clouds. 
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d ad leading into a little valley that looked Pro . We foun a ro . . h nus. . tarted working 1t. Sure enoug , we SPotted a st-..:-mg so we s d 'd · "l.111g ' d d ..... ,cks resting along the roa s1 e m the rain and of fat, loa e uu . fir d th not . call from us. The Oerlicons e , e trucks settt expecting a . h d th . ed . h like a string of sick elep ants, an e mobile flak 01, .. m a eap . th ei'4.las d the automatic weapons accompanymg e trucks barked out an d followed us right up to the base of the clouds. at us an d hak If . , Getting hit by flak is bo~ to e you up. 1t s small Stuff you may not even notice 1t until you look around ~d get a sickening feeling from the tom metal or the neat little hole staring back at you. If you get tagged by the big stuff it often hits you so hard you feel like you've been slugge_d and you may have trouble holding onto your mount and getting her to do your bidding. Three of the four of us got hit on that run and while we all limped home okay, our new machines were out for various degrees of patchwork. We were so enthused about our results that our main concern was the delay we had encountered. Our crews worked for seventy-two hours straight and we were ready to go again. 
Korean weather can stay bad for days and even weeks and it got worse while our birds got better. We pored over our maps and the weather charts and decided to take a crack at an area up in the northwest of the peninsula. Usually that section had noth-ing to offer but railroad tracks, concrete bridges, and Migs from just across the river, but the weather told us we didn't have to worry about Migs that day. Fifth Headquarters was starting to get some pressure from Washington about increasing our effort to cut railroad tracks and knock out rail bridges and reinforced-concrete structures. They were anxious to see if our rockets would fit into their future rail-cutting plans. During our planning meeting we had accepted the task of trying some rail cuts and this looked like it might be a chance to get on with that test. We went in under the weather and got some good hits along the main tracks, but we didn't hurt them badly. Our weapons had too much direct concentrated power and not enough area or blast power to hack the rail-cutting job. We managed to tear down the 
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side of a small bridge but we were not impressed with the 
results. We had to wait until our next mission to go against 
reinforced concrete, and again we were unimpressed with the 
results. We put the rockets flush against the sides of the reinforced-
concrete surface of a bridge and got good hits but minimal 
damage. That was not the job the weapons had been designed to 
accomplish. It had been worth a try, but we were glad we had 
knocked those two requirements off the list so we would again 
have freedom to attack targets we knew we could kill. 

Next day the weather went from bad to horrible, and as we sat 
in our mud alert shack we wondered if the belting rain would 
wash the shack away or if the wind would blow it away. As any 
fighter pilot can tell you, that's the kind of a day someone finds a 
hot target. The red JOC phone jangled and some faraway-sounding 
controller said, "We got vehicles and tanks in the Chorwon area. 
One of the Mosquitos has 'em spotted and he wants fighters for 
the kill, you take it?" 

Six eyeballs were splitting their time between me and the 
downpour as I replied, "Sure we'll take it. What's the word?" He 
gave me, "Contact Mosquito Oarsman Able, Channel George, 
coordinates CT 632532; good luck." 

We all scribbled a few notes and calculations on the plastic 
covers we had over our maps to protect them from the rain and 
grabbed our flight gear. We hit the door as if the sun was shining, 
but as we slopped through the mud and slime of the flight line I 
know the four of us had mixed emotions about an all-weather 
ground attack force. 

The runway at K-2 was a flat spot in the normally dry river 
bed that snaked around the city of Taegu and past Mount 
Bustyourass. The runway and Mount Bustyourass were per-
fectly lined up, which was no big problem when the sun was out, 
since all you did after takeoff was slide around it on one side or 
the other. When neither you nor anybody else could see that 
knob it was a bit of a concern, since fighter bases did not have 
ground radar nor did fighters have airborne radar at that time. 
We bounced off the pierced plank, sucked up the gear, made a 
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. d where Mount Bustyourass should not be and 
qwck tum towar th ' . . li ' 

. ht f everything but each o er s wmgtip ghts and the 
lost s1g O th t h It · . . 'd th bumpy clouds for e nex our. was all time 
ram msi e e • Id td d · ' 
distance and dead reckoning, and an o , ou ate map m that 

. ' Th map was even stamped: ELEVATIONS INACCURATE 
operation. e . b , d thi . · 
B t f us had done it many ttmes e,ore, an s tune we 

ut mos o . 'bili't d ' th 
broke out into surprisingly good vtsi Y an a 1.ew ousand feet 
of ceiling near Chorwon. 

We came up on G for George and conta~te~ o~ gutsy Mos-
't pilot whose understandably tense voice mdicated he was 

qw O • • hi d AT 
glad we could make it. He was drivmg s unanne -6 trainer 
around under the clouds, dodging the hills and the fire from the 
ground troops who knew full well that his mere presence in their 
area indicated that fighters were on the way. 

All of us had nothing but admiration for those forward air 
control pilots, and I remember feeling especially proud of that 
unlmown troop as he pointed his little machine right into the 
middle of all the ammo they could throw at him and put a smoke 
rocket right on the target for us. You have a special incentive not 
to miss when you get a show like that for openers. 

The targets were in the trees on a hillside and the outline 
looked like a couple of tanks and a great deal of neatly packaged 
and stacked supplies. We quickly set up a very tight attack 
pattern because you had to keep your eyes on that spot on the 
hillside all the time or it would blend in with the rest of the 
countryside. That was one of the times when you ignored the 
ground fire and got on with the job at hand. We had set up our 
intervalometers to fire ripples of four rockets and we each got in 
three quick passes before that spot on the hillside went boom for 
the last time and disappeared. 

Once I took my eyes off that spot I could see that the entire 
hillside looked like an anthill swanning with enemy soldiers and 
equipment, all obviously headed south toward our ground troops. 
We still had bags of fuel and full loads of ammo for our 50 caliber 
machine guns, and we used it well. We raked them from all 
angles until we had all called "balls out," indicating that we were 
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out of ammunition. One of the best feelings a fighter pilot could 
get in Korea was to know that he had shortstopped a bunch of 
the enemy before they could even come close to our grunts and 
we all felt good about that mission. 

My mental exercise of patting myself on the back was inter-
rupted by a loud smack and a wrenching bump and I was upside 
down. I'd taken a hit from something relatively large, and reflex 
action guided me through the routine of righting my bird and 
checking everything quickly to be sure she was still flyable, 
which she was. About the same time, two of the other three 
fighters checked in hit. Obviously, once again, we had not lmocked 
out everything down there. We were already getting the hell out 
of there, having hung it out over the target for quite a while, but 
we hastened our exit even a bit more. 

We were all flying okay, so we re-entered the clouds, reached 
for some altitude, and started to think about the requirement to 
find a parking place before too long. As soon as we got farther 
south we established radio contact with JOC and found that the 
weather at our home base had gone from horrible to impossible; 
the base was shut down. They said there was one F-86 strip still 
open just south of Seoul, but it was going down and we had 
better hurry. You don't particularly like to hurry when you don't 
know the details of your battle damage, but we hurried anyway. 
The weather was still up when we got there, and since we were 
about the only people dumb enough to be airborne in all of Korea, 
we had no traffic problems as we let down through the clouds, 
spotted the strip, and put our aircraft down. 

We found some unused parking slots and I leaped out to see 
what had happened to my machine. The entire underside of the 
fuselage and the left wing were burned black. I had evidently 
taken a fair-sized hit in the left underwing pylon rack that we 
used to carry external fuel tanks or bombs. Fortunately all the 
shrapnel had gone into the pylon itself and the rest of the 
damage was mostly a scorch job. The other two aircraft had 
only taken light hits and I figured we would be able to fly all 
four back home as soon as the weather broke, but they would 
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b k into the repair cycle and that meant anoth have to go ac er 
slowdown. 'th Id b deli fr The F-86 base was loaded o. u es om Europe and 
N lli d we had a small reuruon nght there on the flight lin 

e s, an . 11 d had e. There were lots of war stones to te an we to explain our 
• raft and rockets. It had been a long day, so the flight lin 

new rurc d lik th 'gh e tent that served as their club seeme e e n t place to take 
care of all of that. After several fun hours of fighter pilot com. 
radeship, accompanied by appropriate doses of medicinal booze 
and a normal flight line gourmet meal of gravy-covered some-
thing, we flopped into some spare sac~s and rested up for the 
trip back to the home base in the morning. 

As we flew our damaged birds back the next day I found myself 
reviewing our progress to date. With five missions under our 
belts we had knocked out some good targets and we had confi. 
dence in our rockets and aircraft. But we had yet to find the 
targets we really needed to show our stuff-locomotives and 
tanks out in the open. JOC hadn't come up with anything like that 
and it was doubtful that they would unless it was day-old info and 
the targets were long gone. The only answer was to take advan-
tage of our freedom to search for targets on our own, go as far 
north as we could, and recce until we found what we needed. 

Our pilots were all doing nicely and young Reed was very 
impressive, especially considering his experience level. He was 
doing everything just right and as was often the case with a new 
pilot who was good, he was paying more attention to the exact 
firing ranges and speeds than the rest of us were. Loomis hadn't 
had quite his fair share of the action yet but was okay. Stan 
bothered me a bit. If possible, he was more stubborn than ever 
and he wouldn't back off on anything. As for me, I had scared 
myself pretty good on our second mission and my inner smarts 
had convinced me that I had better blend some common sense in 
with my enthusiasm or else I was in for trouble. 
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It's funny how a near miss such as the one I had on that second Oerlicon mission will stick with you: not up in front where it bothers you, but way back in your head so you can recognize the trouble symptoms earlier and avoid the trouble itself. The turbulence was really bad and I couldn't get lined up on that truck the way I wanted to. I kept bouncing around, overcontrolling my machine, and despite the fact that I knew I should have aborted the pass, I didn't. Instead I pressed in a lot closer than I should have and fired the rockets sloppily and off target. Instantly I knew I'd goofed. The ground was coming up like crazy so that I could make out the details of leaves and bushes. Despite having bottomed out in the dive with my nose coming up, the aircraft was still sinking. I was way too close to the ground, but all you can do when it gets like that is pull back on the stick a little harder, but not too hard. It all went by sort of like a slow motion fight scene. There was no sense of panic as the terrifying pan-orama filled my eyes and my muscles worked smoothly and automatically. As I eased in that little extra pull that makes so much difference when you're sinking at 450 miles per hour, earth, rocks, and rocket debris hit my canopy and wings. Next came a spray of mud and rice paddy slop over my left wing and left canopy. I had flown through my own rocket blast. The nose struggled up and I had not only missed my target, I had only avoided augering in by a few feet. I backed off and began paying more attention to the rules of the game I knew so well. While it had been a bad few seconds, it had reminded me of my responsi-bilities in the only way that would have made any real impression on me. 
I wished that there was some way to make Stan back off a bit, but at the moment I had the runway, at Taegu in sight, and it was back to reality. 
As soon as we landed, our crewchiefs took control of our damaged birds and two days later we had a total of three aircraft ready to go for mission number six. As soon as I picked up the phone and relayed that information to JOC we got a scramble for 
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some vehicles in convoy. Three of us started ~or the runway but 
1 snagged an upturned comer of razor-sharp pierced plank, blew 
a tire, and had to abort. Stan and Hergert got airborne only to 
have JOC advise them that they had lost the target. Nobod 
would talk to 'them on the radio when they got in the suppose~ 
target area and they couldn't find anything on their own, so the 
entire mission was a waste. They returned to base with their 
rockets and we all pouted for the rest of the day. 

The next day we flew our seventh mission and got our rockets 
into the iron-busting business for real when JOC sent us after an 
oil storage tank in Pyongyang, the flak capital of North Korea. 
Ping-Pong, as we called it, was always good for excitement. We 
set up for one ~gh-speed run on the oil tank from an angle where 
we could immediately hit the deck heading out of town, which 
was the only way to avoid taking up permanent residence there. 
Red and I split about twenty degrees on either side of the run-in 
line and hit the tank with big ripples of twelve rockets each, while 
Stan followed two seconds behind us for a strike on the pump 
station off to the side of the tank. Our gun camera film showed 
that Red and I torched twenty separate explosions, and J OC later 
got a photo recce bird in there to confirm that the tank looked 
like a sieve. Stan goofed and you could hardly talk to him for 
days. He forgot to recheck his intervalometer and fired only one 
rocket instead of a ripple of twelve. While that one rocket went 
right into the middle of the pump station, it was not enough. No 
way do you try Ping-Pong twice on the same mission, so we kept 
going east and found a good deal. 

Stan spotted a fair-sized storage area of some type on the side 
of a small mountain. The sides were reinforced with heavy logs 
and the top was covered with corrugated steel sheets. He rolled 
in immediately, redeemed himself by remembering to check his 
switches, and put a ripple of eight rockets right through the 
metal roof. The entire thing let go with one big bang. There 
were logs, steel, fire, and junk all over the hillside, and the only 
evidence that remained was a black spot. 
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As we pulled up, what should we see about a mile down the 
road in a wooded area but a group of T-34 tanks. They were 
tough to spot unless you were looking right at a little break in the 
woods but there was no doubt that we had four nice fat tanks. 
We fanned up into steep firing runs to keep the clearing and the 
tanks in sight and our rockets bored into them and blew all four 
of them, just as advertised. Elation turned to frustration after our 
last rocket ripped the fourth tank: We were out of rockets when 
we spotted two more T-34s just over the next knoll. 

We broke the world's record for returning to base, taking on a 
load of fuel and rockets, and heading back to look for those other 
two tanks. To our complete surprise they were still there, stuck 
or out of fuel or dumb. We demolished them and just for good 
measure we knocked out a truck we found heading in their 
direction. We had done good work and once we crossed the 
bomb line heading south we did acrobatics all the way home. We 
knew the Old Man had left for a trip to Japan, so we beat up the 
strip and ruffled the flaps on a few tents to close out the day. 

We were still flushed with success the next morning as we 
loaded up a set of the high-explosive warheads and headed for 
Sariwon, where we got skunked. We knew there were plenty of 
locomotive revetments up there but that didn't interest us much; 
we were hoping to find some live locos to go along with them. No 
luck. We battered the revetments and took another crack at a 
bridge but we didn't hurt anyone too badly. 

The next trip, a late afternoon run to a marshalling yard in the 
Huichon area, turned up paydirt again in the form of a long string 
of new-looking railroad cars, covered with light-colored tarpaulins 
and pointed south. We set up for ripples of two and found that 
each ripple was good for at least one and most times two cars. 
There wasn't any flak and each loaded car we hit torched 
immediately. 

It looked like they were getting set for a run south during the 
night so it seemed wise for each of us to save a couple of rockets 
and go hunting the locomotive that had to be close by. We didn't 
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h t more than a few miles to the north before w 
have to un . f . . e 

d tunnel mouth in the side o a mountain with the telltale 
spotte a • I il t d 

. f moke and steam curlin!!; az Y ou an up. They had 
WISP O s uildin & • h 
fired the boilers and were b g pres~ure ior a rug t delivery 

to the front, but they never made the tnp. 
R d t the first crack at that black hole at the end of the 

tr ke ang~ it only took a ripple of two to do the job. One rocket hit 
ac s di d . 

the edge of the tunnel and the o~er one _sap~e mto _the black 
spot. While Red was still breaking ?ff his ~g ~ass, 1t looked 
as if not only the tunnel but the entire mountainside shook with 
the intensity of the explosion. The force knocked him 90 degrees 
onto his side and he skidded past the front door at 450 miles per 
hour. Smoke, dirt, and flame continued to boil from the tunnel 
mouth, indicating that a string of ammo cars was probably already 
hooked behind what used to be the locomotive in that tunnel. 
That was a lot of ammo that our grunts would never have to dodge. 

Stan led the next mission and it turned out to be another 
Korean weather drill. The only ground we saw was the runway 
on takeoff and landing. The rain was so heavy and the clouds so 
black that even with our wingtip lights on bright I could barely 
see that little spot of colored light to maintain my position, even 
though we were tucked in so close that our wingtips were 
practically touching. My canopy seal popped, evidently from a 
microswitch that didn't like the wet weather, and opened up a slit 
that allowed the downpour outside to come inside. I didn't have 
the time or free hand to try and recycle it until we rolled out on 
the runway and all I got that day was wet. 

We tried again the next day and got in to work over some 
loaded railroad cars and some stored fuel and oil drums, but we 
were hungry for more locomotives and tanks, especially Stan. 

The next evening was better, probably the best all-around shoot 
of the tests, and though we didn't know it our next to last 

. . , 
miss10n; and Stan got his locomotives. We had been amazed at the 

cas~ way th~y were building up trains in the Huichon area and 
decided we might as well give that spot another try about twilight 

when they would be getting ready for the night dash. 
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We hit the deck along the river and started to recce a long, 
straight stretch of track when wow, there they were, about one 
hundred bulging cars and three big, black locomotives, all in the 
open. The flak was only moderate and we ignored it as we had a 
ball ripping up the engines and then burning as many of the cars 
as we could. When we ran out of ammunition and had to leave, 
we knew that despite their obvious and careless desire to get 
that stuff south to the bombline, they were not going anyplace 
with what ~as still usable until they cleaned up that mess. We 
had also managed to zap a sizable group of their crewmen, who 
seemed to be standing unconcerned along the tracks, so we 
figured morale was not too sharp on that stretch of the Peiping to 
Ping-Pong railroad that particular evening. 

It was too late to try again that night and I was nervous as a 
cat during the restless hours that we waited for a predawn 
takeoff. The birds were ready, the weather was good, and we had 
wheels in the well by 0400. It was Stan's turn to lead, but since I 
had led us there the previous afternoon, he wanted me to lead 
us back to the same spot. We didn't even get to that spot before 
it started. 

You could see for miles in the cool, gray predawn, and while 
we were still 60 miles out of Huichon at 30,000 feet, Stan called 
out the white streamer of a locomotive running hard in the open. 
We popped the speed boards, yanked the throttles back, and 
screamed for the deck, but in the short time it took us to get 
there the train had beaten us to a tunnel and ground to a halt 
inside. 

Steam was pouring from the tunnel and we were about to 
throw a rocket in there, when Stan spotted another train heading J 

for a tunnel farther south. The place was alive with engines, 
cars, and people. 

We cranked it hard left and tried to get on the second one, 
which had two very short tunnels in front of it and then, farther 
south, a long tunnel that was evidently supposed to be its 
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t 'or the day. With Loomis on my wing I lined up on the sane uary i1 • firin 't d thr 
fl . tram· but 1·ust as I got m grange t passe ough the eemg ' , l h t Th 
fir h rt tunnel and I couldn t get a c ear s o . e flak came st s O 

• di . that th h quickly, heavily, and accurately, m eating e s ort tunnel 
k d the defense perimeter for the tunnel complex ahead. 1 

::d~ "Breaking hard left, flak, bad!" as I pulled on the stick as 
hard as I could and skidded left. 

The last thing I ever heard Stan say was, "I'm on it," as he 
approached firing range. ~e never wi~gled, never evaded, never 
paid the slightest attention to the m~ense fl~ that now sur-
rounded him; and he never got that tram. I strained to look over 
my shoulder and keep track of who was where, and I saw the 
horribly bright orange ball of his exploding aircraft as he took a 40 
mm right down the scoop and disintegrated. Just like that. 

The sensation of watching your buddy get blown up defies 
description and throws you into a state where only animal sense 
and passion rule. I was sick and I was mad and I wanted the gun 
crew that got my friend. 

I was still cocked up on my left wing as I raced along at a 
hundred feet above a slender island in the middle of a small river 
that ran at a right angle to the tracks. There were five gun pits in 
a straight line on the island, and I could see the dirty gray jackets 
on the puppetlike creatures straining back in their gun belts as 
they tried to bring their guns to bear on me. I had a mad desire 
to roll the canopy back and yell at them; crazy but clear as a bell. 
I felt like I could reach out and grab them with my hands and I 
wanted to. Everything was in slow motion again. 

I didn't know where the rest of the flight was and I didn't care, 
since this was a private matter. I kicked hard left again and amid 
a shower of red tracers and white puffs I made a complete 180 
degree turn, never raising my nose above 100 feet. As I rolled 
out they were right in front of me and still firing. Beyond them 
the river curved to the left and flowed between a small knoll on 
the left with a big gun pit on top of it and the tunnel on the right 
That was the gun pit I wanted; the one filled with the guns and 
gunners who had hammered Stan. They were right in front of me. 
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I made a quick swipe at my intervalometer and twisted the 
selector to twelve rockets, half of my load, just in case. I was 
almost over the first of the five pits on the island in the river and 
I swung my 50 caliber gunsight down onto them. I was saving the 
rockets. I pulled hard on the trigger and just held it for the length 
of the island, and while those 50s aren't like rockets, they 
scattered people and equipment all along the line. As I passed the 
last one there was the hilltop pit, right in the sight. Mustn't 
miss-a little closer-NOW! I pressed the rocket button on the 
stick and off they flew, twelve of our little beauties and all true as 
they could be. I kicked right rudder and slid down the side of the 
hill past the tunnel, watching over my shoulder until I saw the top 
of that hill vanish in a blaze of fire and dust. Poor consolation, but 
I got 'em. 

You can't quit in the middle and there were still three birds to 
fly and the war hadn't stopped, just a small part of it. I re-
grouped, headed north, found another string of rail cars, and 
dispatched all of them. We headed home with a familiar empty 
feeling. 

After landing we found that one of our birds had swallowed 
something and was out for a new engine and another bird needed 
a mandatory inspection, which left us with only one rocket bird 
for several days. Reed hadn't flown with us that morning and 
wanted to know if he could fly with his squadron that afternoon. 
Of course, I told him to scrounge as many flights as he could until 
our birds were back in shape. He got himself an air-to-ground 
mission and took a direct hit at low altitude. He tried to belly 
the aircraft in far to the north in enemy territory but the left 
wing and the tail burned off; the aircraft crashed and exploded 
and he never got out. That was the end of the short but 
illustrious career of a fine young fighter pilot and the end of 
our tests. 

Red had received a call from the States; they wanted him back 
there with our results for evaluation. Once we got that news, the 
Old Man decided again that he really wanted me back at the repl 
depl since we were getting a big batch of replacements who 
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